How to set up the Wireless LAN on Nlink Modem

1. WLAN > Basic Settings is setting up the Wireless; changing the SSID name, select a channel then click Apply Changes

2. WLAN > Security is setting up different modes of security WPA or WPA2 or higher should be selected for Encryption enter 8-63-character code for security
3. WLAN > Advance Settings = can be left blank

4. WLAN > Access Control = select MAC Address beginning at Select Access Control Mode> Disable

- **Allow listed**
- **Deny Listed**

Click Apply changes # 1 enter the desired Mac Address according to the format ex. **00-E0-86-71-05-02** in Add Access Control List then click Apply Changes # 2

**Allow Listed** means allowing the MAC address typed in or added to access the router, whereas other devices can detect the signal but are denied access.

**Deny Listed** = means denying access for the MAC Address typed in or added These devices can detect the signal but are denied access.
Finding your MAC Address

Open MS-Dos and type ipconfig/all at Wireless Network connection: